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• Welcome to the NETL RWFI Hydrogen 101 
Series on Community Engagement 

• Slides and Recording will be prepared and 
sent out as well as uploaded to the 
NETL.DOE.GOV/RWFI website some time 
after the webinar 

• All attendants will be placed on mute
• Please use the chat function for questions 

during the workforce panel at the end of 
the webinar, we will try to get to as many 
as possible. 

Welcome to the Webinar
Webinar Instructions and Disclaimer 

This presentation was prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. 
Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, 
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 
any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or 
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned 
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, 
or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its 
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United 
States Government or any agency thereof. The views and 
opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof.
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This is our first webinar of the NETL RWFI 
Hydrogen 101 Series entitled Building 
Effective Community Engagement Strategies
We will delve into the findings of the Energy 
Futures Initiatives (EFI) Factbook/Report: 
"Building Stronger Community Engagement 
in Hydrogen Hubs." The factbook presents 
insights garnered from a comprehensive 
survey of nearly 5,000 individuals hailing 
from disadvantaged, tribal, labor, and 
environmental justice communities. Madeline 
Schomburg Director of Research at EFI will 
be presenting the findings of the report as 
well as providing a regional lens to the 
results.

NETL RWFI Hydrogen 101 Webinar:  Building Effective Community 
Engagement in Hydrogen Hubs

Today’s Agenda
• NETL RWFI and the Hydrogen Hub Webinar Series –

Anthony Armaly, RWFI Lead
• Building Stronger Community Engagement in 

Hydrogen Hubs- Madeline Schomburg, Director of 
Research, EFI

• Workforce Roundtable Discussion



NETL Regional Workforce 
Initiative (NETL RWFI)

A Focus on Appalachia and the 
future of Energy and Advanced 
Manufacturing Regional 
Workforce Readiness and 
Economic Development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2017, we started this initiative to follow the administration’s priorities of upskilling American's, promoting STEM, and increasing the knowledge in opportunities surrounding energy & adv. Mfg. sectors.
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Key Metrics are Levels of Engagement and Outreach
NETL RWFI- Measuring Our Impact - People First

individual 
stakeholders

institutions and 
organizations 
represented

subscribed to the 
NETL RWFI e-Note 

Monthly Newsletter

registrants to the 
NETL RWFI Webinar 

Series
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• NETL RWFI, DOE IEDO Industrial Sustainability, Energy Efficiency and 
Decarbonization (ISEED) Workforce Collaborative (FY24to FY26)- Working 
with NREL and ORNL to help establish an Industrial Efficiency Workforce 
Collaborative for DOE IEDO.  Will endeavor to engage the PA, OH, WV and 
greater Appalachia through our efforts in this program. 

• DOE TCF- MSI Connect Program with Brookhaven National Lab (FY 2023-24) 
Appx 30K- Awarded a TCF to improve MSI engagement with labs (BNL, 
LLNL, SNL, PPPL, SLAC).  NETL will host 6 students from MSI universities to work 
on Carbon Management IP commercialization

• NETL RWFI Hydrogen and Methane Mitigation Workforce Activities: NETL 
RWFI launched a H2 Workforce website for regional stakeholders as well as 
a Methane Mitigation Workforce website. NETL RWFI will launch similar 
workforce resources for carbon mitigation technologies and serve as a 
web portal for regional stakeholders to learn more about skills, reports, 
analysis and funding available for workforce activities. 

NETL Regional Workforce Initiative Updates
Supporting Regional Economic and Workforce Development opportunities.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are stiving to be is a resource and hub for all carbon management technologies and their workforce implications. We’ve started with methane and hydrogen technologies by creating resource pages on our website. 
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• Community Stakeholder Engagement and Regional/National Workforce Activities: 
Aggregation/Integration/Communication/Deployment (NETL RWFI)

• Regional and national outreach (Leverage RWFI network) 
• Hydrogen 101 Series (Hydrogen tech basics/workforce impacts/research impacts and roadmaps) 
• Hydrogen focus group (Education and Workforce) (best practice sharing—catalyzing follow-on funding, 

stakeholder awareness)
• Workforce Readiness and Workforce Awareness Regional and National Index
• Skills Taxonomy and Skills Matching  
• Regional Hydrogen workforce playbooks (Australia Hydrogen Workforce Industry Roadmap Strategic 

Plan, Victoria Hub Hydrogen Workforce DOE roadmap)/dashboard hosting
• Answer the what, when, and where of Hydrogen Workforce 

• Dashboard Tracker of Workforce Impacts  
• Impacts and analysis integration and tracking through an online/real time dashboard 
• Potential future work with integration with LLM for occupation discovery and worker 

outreach/education on hydrogen skills/current occupation and skills match
• ChatGPT Virtual guidance counselor feature 
• Dynamic real time reporting on national hydrogen strategy goals progress

Hydrogen Workforce: Data Driven analysis, Engagement, Tracking 
Community Sentiment and Awareness, and investigating Workforce 
Readiness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But what we really want to do is create workforce dashboards around these emerging occupations, and here are our plans so far for hydrogen. So these center around some benchmark activities. 
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Current Green Workforce Readiness Dashboard 

• They have integrated 25+ 
relevant data sets to evaluate 
county-level readiness for 
green workforce development.

• Data spans educational indicators, 
labor market conditions, 
and analysis of awareness 
of jobs and career pathways.

• This work could be localized 
and contextualized to the 
opportunities and challenges 
in building the requisite 
Hydrogen workforce. 

Skills Mapping and Jobs and Skills Projection 
for U.S. Hydrogen Industries (Julius Education)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And this is just a sampling of what we’d like to do. Skills mapping and job projection, towards a workforce dashboard. 
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Example of a Potential Hydrogen Skills Taxonomy: Opportunity 
to Provide Deep Skills Analysis and Enable Skill Transferability 

Rich Skill (tied to role) Generic Skill 
Monitor equipment for safety and performance equipment monitoring
Operate valves and pumps to control the flow of hydrogen valve/pump operation
Adjust machinery to maintain the desired pressure and temperature machinery adjustment
Troubleshoot and repair any malfunctions or breakdowns troubleshoot
Inspect and maintain equipment to ensure compliance with safety regulations equipment inspection
Perform routine maintenance to keep machinery in optimal condition maintenance technician
Monitor hydrogen levels and adjust as needed hydrogen monitoring
Load and unload materials for processing material handling
Follow established safety protocols safety protocols
Document all work performed and test results documentation testing
Observe safety precautions when handling hazardous materials safety handling
Coordinate with other personnel to ensure efficient operation coordinating
Analyze data and make adjustments to ensure optimal performance data analysis
Operate computer systems to monitor and control machinery computer systems operations
Respond to alarms and take corrective action alarm response
Prepare reports to document operations and maintenance activities report preparation
Perform tests on samples to measure hydrogen levels testing hydrogen
Follow instructions from supervisors to ensure proper operation following instructions
Train other personnel in the operation of hydrogen plant machinery training others
Adjust settings on machinery to optimize performance machine tuning
Identify and report any defects or malfunctions troubleshoot
Monitor and adjust hydrogen levels as required hydrogen monitoring
Assemble, install and maintain machinery machinery maintenance
Calibrate instruments to ensure accuracy calibration
Troubleshoot and repair any issues with machinery machinery repair
Maintain records of hydrogen production and consumption hydrogen tracking
Perform quality checks on products and materials quality control
Follow safety guidelines when handling hazardous materials safety handling
Analyze data to identify trends and potential problems data analysis

Hydrogen Plant Machinery Operator Skills Model (Example)

• Having a skills taxonomy and ontology provides 
a critical enabler of a whole host of workforce use 
cases to support recruiting, employee retention, 
workforce and academic program development, 
and upskilling. 

• It also helps match potential employees to the right job, 
clarifies skills “delta” between where a job seeker or 
employee is today and the job they aspire to, illuminates 
skill transferability between jobs with similar skills, 
and helps educators develop more employer aligned 
programs, among many other benefits. 

• They use AI tools to automate the development 
and maintenance of a Hydrogen Skills Taxonomy. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data science, machine learning approach with our collaborators Julius Education 
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Skills Mapping and Jobs and Skills Projection 
for U.S. Hydrogen Industries (Workforce roadmaps)

Australia Hydrogen Workforce Industry Roadmap
Victorian Hydrogen Workforce Report/Roadmap 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hydrogen Workforce playbook for the US. 
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For More Information, Contact Anthony Armaly
anthony.armaly@netl.doe.gov

+1-412-386-6040
www.netl.doe.gov

Contact Information

http://www.netl.doe.gov/


Community Perspectives on 
Hydrogen Hubs: Regional 
Findings from EFIF’s National 
Surveys

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TITLE SLIDETitle: 44-Point Verdana Bold type, left alignedSubtitle: 24-point Verdana type, left alignedAuthor & Date: 14-point Verdana type, left aligned with left indent
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~5,000 survey respondents cover a range of 
communities and geographies.

10%

20%

60%

10%

Tribes Labor DACs EJ

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Climate and economic justice screening tool (CEJST)
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West Virginians and Ohioans reported lower 
levels of support than the national average.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SLIDE WITH A QUOTETitle: 32-point Verdana Bold type, left alignedQuote: 18-point Verdana Bold type, left aligned, but centered on page. The spacing between the lines of text is 2.5 (not the standard 1.0)Author: 14-point Verdana; the author’s title and company are italicized; right aligned with left indent.
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West Virginians and Ohioans were more likely to be unsure 
if hydrogen would solve climate change, cause explosions, 
prolong fossil fuels, and create pollution.
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80%

True False I don't
know

True False I don't
know

True False I don't
know

True False I don't
know

Solve climate change Cause explosions Prolong fossil fuel dependence Create local air pollution

Pennsylvania Ohio West Virginia Nationally

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THIS SLIDE CAN BE USED TO INSERT CHARTS, DIAGRAMS, MULTIPLE GRAPHICS, ETC.Title: 32-point Verdana Bold type, left alignedCharts with Data: (including their labels) should be centered left to right on the page. Use only branded colors whenever possible for consistency. Additional color combinations can be found in the branding style guide. All text is black unless an element needs to be emphasized using a single color; Avoid multiple colors in the text. Diagrams: (including the labels) should be centered left to right on the page. Use only branded colors whenever possible for consistency. Additional color combinations can be found in the branding style guide. All text on color graphic reverses out to white. Multiple graphics: (treated as a single unit) should be centered left to right on the page. Use the branded blue color (to match top banner) whenever possible for consistency. Text inside dark color graphics: 16-point Verdana type; all text reverses out to white for legibility. Avoid using multiple colors in the text.Icons: Use only branded icons whenever possible; icons also reverse out of dark color graphics to white. Icons can be found in the branding style guide. 
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West Virginia and Ohio respondents were more unsure of 
whether hydrogen would require new pipelines, solve local 
air pollution, create new jobs, and eliminate old jobs.
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West Virginians reported knowing less about 
hydrogen than Pennsylvanians or Ohioans. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SLIDE WITH PARAGRAPH(S) IN TWO COLUMNSTitle: 32-point Verdana Bold type, left alignedSubtitles: 18-point Verdana Bold type, left aligned; No more than two lines of text.Paragraph: 18-point Verdana type, left aligned. The space between each line of text is 1.2 (not the standard 1.0); the line spacing between each paragraph is 10pt before and 2.5pt after
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Community engagement methods fall along a 
spectrum, depending on the level of input from 
communities.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SLIDE WITH PARAGRAPH(S) IN TWO COLUMNSTitle: 32-point Verdana Bold type, left alignedSubtitles: 18-point Verdana Bold type, left aligned; No more than two lines of text.Paragraph: 18-point Verdana type, left aligned. The space between each line of text is 1.2 (not the standard 1.0); the line spacing between each paragraph is 10pt before and 2.5pt after
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Preferred engagement methods vary by 
state.
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West Virginians knew the least about CBPs, while 
Pennsylvanians were most closely aligned with the 
national average.
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Respondents from West Virginia and 
Pennsylvania reported lower levels of 
employment in hydrogen-adjacent industries.
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~3000 survey respondents covering a 
range of communities and geographies.

Appalachia
California
Gulf Coast
Heartland
Mid-Atlantic
Midwest
Pacific Northwest

21%

39%

33%

7%

Environmental justice organization

Labor group

Underserved community

Recognized Tribe
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Pennsylvanians, West Virginians, and Ohians 
have unique needs for engagement.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
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Translated materials and meetings

Free childcare

Free vouchers for medical bill

Free transportation or transportation
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Free vouchers for grocery bill
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Free wifi connection

Free vouchers for energy bill

Free devices (laptops, phones)

Nationally West Virginia Ohio Pennsylvania

Pennsylvanians say free wifi 
connection and compensation will 
help them engage.

West Virginians say free devices 
and grocery vouchers will help 
them engage.

Ohioans say free wifi connection and 
energy bill vouchers will help them 
engage.
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Pennsylvanians say trust and safety will help 
them engage, consistent with the nation writ 
large.
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West Virginians agree on the importance of trust 
and safety for engagement.
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Ohioans say trust and safety will help them 
engage, consistent with the national average.
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Consistent with the national average, email and 
text are the preferred ways to be reached.
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Respondents prefer to be reached at home and in 
community centers.
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Respondents in West Virginia are more inclined 
to want updates when things are happening in 
the community.
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Pennsylvanians’ research preferences are 
aligned with the national average.
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Ohioans’ research preferences are aligned with the national 
average, with a slight preference for information about impacts 
on water use.
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West Virginians are less concerned about safety, and more 
concerned about air quality, water use, and jobs.
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Respondents from labor groups in Appalachia 
reported being ‘extremely familiar’ with CBPs, 
above the national average.
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Respondents from labor groups in Appalachia 
were generally less familiar with hydrogen 
compared to the national average.
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Respondents from labor groups in Appalachia 
generally support hydrogen, consistent with the 
national average.
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• Citizen panels were the most preferred engagement method, at 61%, 
followed by public hearings at 51%.

• 85% of respondents from labor groups in Appalachia said a binding 
agreement would make them more likely to support hydrogen hubs, and 
86% said binding agreements would make them more likely to consider it a 
fair process.

• 85% of respondents from labor groups in Appalachia believe hydrogen can 
bring new jobs, as compared to 82% nationally. 45% said it would not 
eliminate old jobs, as compared to 39% nationally.

• 59% of respondents believe hydrogen can solve climate change. 68% 
believe it can solve local air pollution problems. 

35

Other findings from labor groups in 
Appalachia (WV, OH, PA)



• Free wifi (50%) and free vouchers for energy bills (53%) were the top need for 
labor groups from Appalachia to engage.

• Trust (76%) and safety (79%) were also cited as the top needs to engage, 
consistent with the national average.

• Labor groups from Appalachia want to know more about the potential impacts on 
air quality (77%) and the safety of hydrogen hubs (70%).

• Labor groups from Appalachia want to be reached via email (76%) and text (61%).
• They want to be reached at home (63%) and at community centers (55%).
• They want to be reached when there are things happening in the community 

(20%) and weekly (30%).
• These are consistent with the national average.

36

Other findings from labor groups in 
Appalachia (WV, OH, PA)
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Pennsylvanians say free wifi connection and 
compensation will help them engage.
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West Virginians say free devices and grocery 
vouchers will help them engage.
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Ohioans say free wifi connection and energy bill 
vouchers will help them engage.
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Pennsylvania’s top engagement methods are generally 
consistent with the national average, though scenario 
testing joins the top 3 methods for the state.
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Ohio’s top engagement methods are generally consistent 
with the national average, though community mapping 
joins the top 3 methods for the state.
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West Virginia respondents reported town halls as 
their top engagement method.
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Today’s Take Away’s 
• In-depth analysis of community attitudes 

towards hydrogen hubs and engagement 
strategies.

• Revelation of preferred modes of engagement 
between communities and hydrogen 
developers.

• Regional Analysis and Insights

Thank you for your participation 

Agenda
• NETL RWFI and the Hydrogen Hub Webinar Series –

Anthony Armaly, RWFI Lead
• Building Stronger Community Engagement in 

Hydrogen Hubs- Madeline Schomburg, Director of 
Research, EFI

• Workforce Roundtable Discussion

To learn more and to keep up to date on other events
Netl.doe.gov/rwfi 
netlrwfi@netl.doe.gov 

mailto:netlrwfi@netl.doe.gov
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